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Women in transport: Reducing inequalities
in smart mobility in Europe

Andree Woodcock, a Professor from Coventry University, tells us what we need to know about
the H2020 TInnGO (Transport Innovation Gender Observatory) project that concerns the role of
women in transport and the need to reduce inequalities in smart mobility
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concepts and tools related to intersec-

gendered discourses and scripts and
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Proposed impacts will be in
areas of:

• Education and R&I – gender and
role equality in STE(A)M, engineering
& design;

• Employment – gender bias in
opportunities and workplace;

• Mobility – increased awareness and
use of ‘hidden’ journeys;

• Datasets – standardise, create and
merge datasets enabling better data
analytics on women’s mobility;

• Entrepreneurship – document and
transfer best practice;

• Policy at local, national & international level – more accurate mobility

information, integrated planning &

diversity in policy-making bodies;

• Practice – increase equality in consultation,

decision

making

employment practices;

and

• New knowledge about intersectionality and gender transport poverty;

• Create inclusive smart mobility
solutions putting people first;

• Smart Mobility discourses – critical

analysis and development of new

scripts.
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support us?
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from Lisbon, Municipality of Alba Iulia,
di

Torino,

West
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Combined Authority) and companies

For further information, visit our website (http://www.tinngo.eu/),
the Observatory at http://transport-gender-observatory.eu/ or
contact PI, Andree Woodcock at contact@suits-project.eu

of this article to:

• Follow, like and link to us;
• Start a conversation with us about

your experiences of gender and

diversity inequalities;

• Use gender mainstreaming and

gender action plans in your organisations;

• Challenge inequality in transport

decision making, services and dis-

courses and;

• Contribute and share gender data in
our Open Data Repository.

TInnGO has received funding from the
European

Union’s

Horizon

2020

Research and Innovation Programme

under Grant Agreement No 824349.

The consortium brings together 20
partners from 13 European countries,

including

universities

(Coventry

University, University of Copenhagen,
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